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The Nexus taff would like to thank all the poets who entered the Winter P etr
Contest. We hope to sponsor another contest for the spring quarter i sue of Nern • Frank
Sullivan won first prize in the contest for hi po m, " le (Moo e)" (pag 4) . Second
plac winner wa "Dream at the Old Bridge" (pag 5) by D Golden." Antar ~ica" (p~g~
6) by Roderick Phillip won third place. Honorable m nti n wa awarded to Mike Smith
"Stealing Candy" and "P vlov' Mother' Brok n Dr am" by Jan Ez ki I (page 7 and 8).
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Dream at the Old Bridge
Walking barefoot across the old creaking bridge
the ru hing water below white and shiny as satin
until the lowering un turn red
tintin g it like parkling candle
softly potting the thick blackne of night.
I it on the edge with my brother

Alces (Mo9se)
His legs are like stilts,
to his massive body above the
untamed brush.

Dead branches jut from his
head.

A nose like a muzzle, his nostrils
resemble tunnels.
His voice echoes a car's horn.

Frank Sullivan

" L t' jump in!" ay my brother
we fall laughing from the rusty bridge
and it suddenly becomes night
tickling like the shivery touch of satin
the river smells like christmas candles
and the rocks underwater look red
The scaling rust is as red
as the plaid flannel shirt my brother
wears, his eyes bright as candles
lined up on the edge of the bridge
shining like rippled satin
ribbons tossed on the floor in the night
Five black swans swim towards us in the night
their webbed feet glistening red
they gently brush by, dark feathers soft as satin
leaning over they whisper in my brother's
ear, then fly suddenly upwards to the bridge
flinging waterdrops like flames of candles
Dark as unlit candles
smoldering in the still night
the swans fly over the creaking bridge
dropping down glittering jewels red
a anger that lip past my brother's
fingers . They float on the water quiet as satin
Their fading cries smooth as satin
the swans flutter like candles
aflame until my brother
cries in the silent wild night
his tears as red
as the flaking rust on the old bridge

Dee Golden
4
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Antarctica
The grinder whines and queal
And park fly to the edge of th earth.
Hot metal hit the water
And it scream .
Ther i an ndl
ringing
In th dark b tween my ar .
My bo is making profit
In the calm Pacific di tance
While Karl pull hi old grey beard and cries.
The grudging hours of labor
Butchered down to just
A bag or two of groceries
And a crummy little room in hell.
These fingers paw the mailbox
Empty.
In August I will dream about Antarctica
And dance upon the cold white seas.
The woman in the discount store ·
Thrusts a grinning eye at me.
I would like to touch her
But the place seems inappropriate.
The walls are old and shabby
Though she advertises beautifully.

Stealing Candy
Until I met you
l never knew why
the gray old man
at the candy counter
hawk-eyed but friendly
would give away licorice
babies and dots, free
and gladly to anyone,
but grew hot-eyed
smoke-faced and evil
if you tried to take things
not within your reach.

Mike Smith

I do my best to make a happy face.
There is no money in my pockets.

A fat girl at the counter buy
A pair of tiny roller kates.
In August
Will she dream about Antarctica
And skate with silver wheels
Across the unforgiving ice?
My lips touch her's
The sun makes crazy circles in the sky.

Roderick Phillips
6
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Pavlov's Mother's Broken Dream
To Kill a Sparrow

Everything must go in it place
OH MY MAMA
Dishes in the cupboard, toy in the box
knicknack on the shelf
knives on the hooks in the kitchen
clean, clean, OH MY MAMA
Folded polyesters fresh from the line,
into closets to be worn
and washed again and again
Sharpen the pencils, into the drawer
coats in the closet
dog on the leash
order, order, OH MY MAMA

•

In my most frantic manic moments
Oh my mama, 1think
.The floor need washing
the baskets emptying
the hand wash, washed
the dead need burying
the garden needs weeding
the end tables du ted-again and again
and I can't stop
and I can't do enough
OH MY MAMA you've trained me well.

Jan Ezekiel
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The powder blue suitcase lay grinning on the sofa while Judy Masters raced from one cluttered
room to the next, checking for last minute essentials. Birds go to Leo's, the dog to the kennel, and
what about the fish? Fish to Leo's too, he couldn't handle the dog-an arrogant parti-colored
Pekinese who would rather piss on your foot than be petted. Leo is adverse with animals, with
nature itself. With him, the birds would start barking and the dog would fly away. The tickets, the
tampons, a carton of Camel Filters. What about the contract? Judy fell exhausted next to her
suitcase. Should she make any last minute calls about the contract? No, she would only be gone a
few days, or weeks (these things are unpredictable) but long enough for other negotiators to
sacrifice her pet issues for their own.
The dog, where's the friggin' dog? Judy shouted for Charlie, who would never come. She
noticed her silk blouse was heavy with perspiration and the smell of wet synthetics. She caught
her reflection in the mirror, fixing upon those black roots, dark and conspicuous, glaring beneath
blondeness not so innocent; a sly reminder that she and Leo had laid in the rain until three a.m.
First time in a year it was really good. Now, just when Leo had changed from the steel punch press
to a soft, warm creature, she had to leave for home.
The telephone rang, sending the black mynahs into their frantic chorus of "Hellos." It was Leo,
the only man who calls.
"Honey, you know it's, uh, still raining."
"Leo, I've got to go, you know that."
There was a defeated pause. "Can't you get out of it? You know, it doesn't rain much in this
area."
"I'm late already Leo, just promise you'll take care of the birds and the fish."
"Fish? What'll I do with fish, for crissake! Are you sure you can't get out of this? This isn't a good
time for you to be leaving."
"I know, I should wait til the rain stpps, right? Look, you know I have to go. Just walk the fish a
couple times a day. Bye-bye." Click, the signal for the mynahs to begin flapping in their corner
with twenty-some bye-byes.
The suitcase, the checkbook, the Valium, no wait, take the Librium instead (safer with booze).
No, Chrissy the Headache will be there, take both. Judy's hair was matted with a thick, salty sweat
she hadn't felt since gym class ten year ago. Aunt Ida is "sick." The suitcase giggled, and next to
the philodendron on the credenza, Judy could see the telegram steaming, hissing: Judy come
home, Aunt Ida is dying.
Into purple night horizons, jet lights and rocking winds carried Judy out of the rain, to the stars,
past the moon and away from her new world, spinning her light years back to the Midwest
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suburbs. Half asleep, her eyes peered from under the gold and red scarf Ida had given her years
ago. The moon, she thought, must know things we don't; look at it, smiling like a lizard who
wants to take you on a cruise; fat, full, in a drunken sky. Dreaming and flying laid her to rest in the
plush foam seat, heading for what she knew would be a somber, boring confrontation with the
past. Little dres es on little girl in little hou e , once large, now small. Mum would be the
salvation, seeing her after a ye_ar. There wouldn't b tears though, not with Mum. Maybe a hug
and a riveting laugh. And of our e, the big cut, always a cut. "What did you do to your hair? It'
orange!" No tear with Mum, inc they were more lik partner in law than mother and daugh
t r. Everything rational, the opposite of Ida, the oppo it of nature.
Crashing handbag , er am , chao . Judy buckled inf ar, her glass spun away. The turbulence
was over, according to th captain. "We must have hit a flock of birds," he chuckled. Judy swelled
red with hate for the pilot who was probably fingering the stewardess and forgot to fly. Birds,
bullshit. Maybe the mynahs had e caped Leo and followed the plane. Maybe a sparrow got caught
in the engine, the little warrior attacking the hawk. Judy hated the flying metal coffin and the
embalmed strangers around her. Ordering one last screwdriver before landing, she slipped the
vomit sack into her overnighter, as a souvenir, as a joke, as the steel bird's gravity sunk back into
earth and civilization.
"Billy!" she cried, "you're a man now! My God, when I left you were just a fa ... little boy!" She
threw her arms around the sandy haired "man," she was genuinely tickled at his metamorphosis.
But her arms froze on concrete shoulders, a statue in February.
"C'mon," he said, "your Mom is in the car. Let's get this over with." The hollow eyes of a
huml.hoid lifted her bags and stepped dutifully toward the airport exit. The moon must know, she
thought, because she didn't. Mum will explain the clear picture, the rational approach. But inside
the car, asleep ~nd still, the curly brown head twisted sideways between the headrest and the seat;
too still. Judy's vision glued on the face: puffy, worried. Gone was the glow in her memories
laugh-lines were now scars, ravaged by the crow's foot. Judy's skin cracked, her eyes tried to
shake away the horrifying clock ticking on Mum's face. Not the same face that she had not seen in
a year, but instead, the face that had aged ten. As Billy slammed the trunk, Judy pushed into the
back seat, while her Mum, semiconscious and mumbling, offered a faint "Hi honey," and nodded
away. From there, the solemn processional was thick-aired silence. Telephone poles sped past
while she studied the gray skin of the sad new man.
"What's wrong, Billy?"
"Nothing," he lied, and turned his head away from her question.
Judy stared through the eats at his weathered shoes, ski-sized and worn; one on the ac
celerator, one tapping the floor ir{ a monotonous beat with the passing poles.
"Billy, I'm your cousin, remember? Your favorite one, that's what you said when you were little
and fat. We used to steal ice cream at Rosie's, remember? What's wrong, is it Aunt Ida, is that it?"
He turned and shot his eyes at hers. "Aunt Ida? Is there anything left of her? They're all dead, all
of'em! They oughta' burn that place down, burn it!" His bullet eyes moistened and his neck jerked away to avoid more truth. Judy laid her hand on
his lap. "It'll be okay, don't worry." She cracked her window to pitch the cigarette. Abruptly, like
a cruel joke, she was stung by the winter air.
Bumping into the drive with Billy and sleeping Mum, Judy was dwarfed by the square brick
house, pyramid roof shingles faded, cracked, stale. No smoke from the chimney, the fireplace
abandoned from winter defeating hope, freezing their blood. The victorious ice tornado had stuck,
ravaging bricks, years of bricks, put there slowly and carefully by Uncle Carter, one by one, one for
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each day, one for each dream of rose-covered happiness. Billy_ had warned her about the
graveyard Aunt Ida had been carved away to a core of the energetic beauty she was-surgeons
passing ti~e before the next golf game, they had each taken turns. "You won't believe it," he told
Judy, "be prepared."
The door opened as Judy and her bullet-eyed angel of death ~elped Mum l~epwalk up the
steps. Chrissy helped them through the doorway, although her size worked against_ the~. Judy
was immediately blasted by ninety-five degree , her carf in tantly oaked; eyes burnmg with sa_It
as they fixed upon the aggy gray figur in the corner, hi_d~ng b _hin~ thick cigar moke. ~ts
lobotomized gaze focu ed on stacks of paper on the tel v1 ion: bill , m uranc forms, cut off
notices, expiration dates. The stone man had no pulse, no sense to know that Judy, or_anybody,
had arrived. He used to be Uncle Carter. The heat and smell tormented Judy, she stood ma forest
fire, shocked, sickened by the stench of burning animals.
.
Mum had collapsed in the overstuffed easy chair while Billy floated back outside to fetch the
reluctant luggage. Had it not been for the grotesque presence of Chrissy, Judy would have been
alone in the living room; a mother exhausted, an uncle mindless, vacant.
Chrissy was Ida's youngest daughter, "My two-hundred pound albatross," Ida would tease. By
age fifteen, Chrissy was permanently socially retarded by her jealous, neurotic Grandma wh~se
last contribution to life was to mold a child into an obese, hideous sculpture for Ida to de~pis~.
Hillbilly Chrissy, naive and always whining, fashioned as an apple-pie-baking cou,ntry g~~l, m
either blue and white or red and white checked cotton dresses. This was Grandmas last fuck
you" to Ida, the witty, attractive and intelligent woman who had taken her s?n. Before puberty,
Chrissy whined her way into Grandma's life to be raised in the country by the Jolly on~ who never
said "no" to more cookies, more little chocolate turtles, more attention. Finally, Chnssy was the
monstrous graduating Senior waddling down the aisle at Peach Valley High Sc~ool. :;~a~ Judy
saw now after five more years, was Chrissy at her peak, bigger than the school itself . .::,hll m the
cutsie ruffled checks, flitting about the stove adding grease to slimy gravy, pouring sugar on
stewing apples her very presence like molasses in a daiquiri.
.
.
. . to sound sma ll an d JUvem
·
·1 e, " you JU st sit yerself
. strammg
. ,,
"Now Judy,"' Chrissy began in a voice
down here an' eat sumpin' for you go up ta' see Mama, you mus' be starvin' after that plane nde.
Her stubby hands slopped undefinable piles of steaming goop onto a pla,te.
. .
,,
"Ch nssy.
·
"Judy
hesitated
"Chrissy,
could
we
open
a
window?
Its
suffocating
m
here.
. .
,
. , f M
"But it's winter out honey! An' Mama is always cold, it's for Mama, everythmg s or ama,
even this chicken soup, cures whatever ail ya'."
.
.
"Chicken soup for cancer?" Judy tried to tone her sarcasm but d_idn't. Chnssy feigned hurt,
slamming the spatula down and turning on Judy with the force _o~ a gnzzly be~r.
"Well I do what I can! I been workin' like a slave for that dym woman, an all she does_, all she
does, oh, oh ..." her tears rolled precisely on cue, she stomped to the table to sit and wail across
,
.
from Judy, who was mentally debating between Librium and V~lium. .
"Mama's brain is the worst it's ever been," Chrissy sobbed, sometimes shes okay, other times
·
wept
the
she's just awful! She'll get so mad for nothin', call me . • • aw_ful names.,,, Ch nssy
. ' and nds
faster the drops bounced over her cheeks and jowls, the speedier her spoon was, stuffmg ~ou
of food into her empty head, spewing back poisonous thoughts she had saved for Judy s e~rs.
"Daddy don't even talk no more, he just stares at them bills, twentts~~e _t~ousand dollars JUS t
for Mama. Oh lordy, lordy, And your Mum, Judy, she's so tired of this, its killmg her too, day and
night puttin' up with Mama."
Judy clicked the cap on her bottle of Librium, staring out the window toward the endless phone
1
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wir s stretching thr ugh th black night
Penny been down to help out?"
, connecti ng all the little box hduses. "Chrissy, hasn't
"Oh, <;he tries." I fer tone was more revealing tha n h

Pennv w l"ttl
Id
er an w er.
a I e a: w, rm, popular with that
·
•
Chrissy s retort r, ng of j alousy t1nd r s: t
t f h ame m sa_tiable appetite for people and life.
,, h
,
'
n men or er older I t r
e can l do much 'c,1use of that kid of hers H '
.
.
p 'opt,. She's gottci k 'l'P tine l' out H ,
. e a lway m trouble, alway playing jokes on
t Id
d
•
. • orneryasthed vii ju tlike h ' G
" h
o a ,.in chomped on a hicken wing h If- T
r
,
i ra mma,
e referred
"I hopt' ou hokt, to d 'ith <)n tl1
al kmt ibng, ik a wa lru ontent to fi nally r ach hore.
•
.
•
u
b
.
c llc en one'" The f t l
spying I rorn the doorw 1"1 "Yclt1 ., . 't d
.
.
a a ta ca m from Billy who wa s
um
on nothm' b t b" t h
d
•
•
' . •
dom' ,tall!" Bill , h,1d chall nged I . . t
h
. . u . , c an ea t, and you act like you b en
,,
11s i er, t e v m m his neck p um .
d . h
r ordy, lordy, ain't we all in " tizzy,, Ch .
~
pmg, anng er to respond .
1
ns
Y
apo
og1zed
to
Judy
"
, even be a
'
,
boy no more with that
w·th M
.
.
, p oor s I·1i Y cant
upstairs
hke
tha
t
Now
go
t
'
b
d
B"ll
'
.
.
.
,
ama
Mama for you go, my poor little feet do h d ·t
.
_a e , i y, and check on
I · ,
ne a I tonigh t with them stairs A '
am t gonna let you be raised like that devil cousin of
" . ,
. n say yer prayers boy,
the air near Chris yon hi way out.
yers. Billy s hands turned to fists, punching

:t

Chrissy lumbered to the sink and dro ed the d "
.
uppo e you'll wan' '>ee Mama 'fo
pp b d
,shes m a way to make the most clanging "I
,,
.
r you go ta e . "
·
I can wait until morning," Jud
.d 'T
.
.
,
her."
y a1 ,
m tired, and if shes resting, there's no sense bothering
"Oh,
come on. You - hould see her now 'cause she'5 a me '
.
throw what she can you'll see it' te "bl I.
an one m th e mornings. Cusses,
this family back toget~1er again.,;
rn e. Jus t pray for God to help her on a little so I can get
"I said I'll wait, Chrissy." Judy lighted another C
. .
anything to drink here?"
amel, hopmg it would freshen the air. "Is there

"Oh, f'm sorreeeee Judeeeeee I forgot M
. d.
milk, we got oda pop, and we ~ot milks~a!e:~: a1s. o w~~ry from all this work. Lit's see, we got
all he can get down."
pncot Juice, but those are for Mama, it's about
"I was thinking of something like liquor Chrissy ,,
Ch ·
n·
'
·
n y inched. "Why Judeeeeee, you wanna end
I"k
.
black circles round her eye has to hid '
.
up I e m y poor sister? Penny's got those big
"Ye Ch . , . Id
'
e em wit h all that cheap make-up a nd
,,
s,
n sy, o want black bag "Jud
t
· · ·
"There's :1 b d
h
.
y rose o search the most obvious cupboards
'
ilr own t e treet, Judeee e, if tha t's what
.
,
.
dbl k h . you want, if that s why you're really
here. The women that go in there got yello
"W
•
w an
ac air and
"
here 1s it, hrissy? Where' th f k'
· · ·
"It' . ti
b
.
e uc mg bottle before I . . . well where is it?"
. '
,
.
s m _ ie up oard b th sink. Lordy lord I'
tongue any worse."
,
y, m gom ta bed afor that demon makes yer

She left, the woodenJioorboards screech in in .
d oorway.
g pam as she st rolled from her formica pulpit to the
. Judy -tared at.the enormou cotton dress fa din .
. .
h
. g mto the dark room. ·Mmng whiskey and very
httle water, be noticed a card h' d •
.
'
I mg on t e wmdow shelf under a c t I
. h
important. Narcotic Permit 74 890 22 Id W
.
u g ass weig t, obviously
·
· · a atson Morphme 25mg A th • d .
W at on. Expira tion date·
Bl k
.' .
· u onze signature: Carter
•
·
· an • Expira tion expiratio Sh l I
nighter, cigarettes and the glas 0 f O
T
'
n.
e s ow Ygathered her overemon ong ue and c ti
I f b
,
•
she had forgotten. Her Mum' b d h d b
au ous y um led through the hallway
M
s e
a
een abandoned for the
h • •
. .
um, the rational oul Judy could rel
. h
easy c a1r m the hvmg room.
yon, t e rock, always the rock, was dumped into the fat
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chair, a dusty pile of sand.
A her eyelids fell , Judy prayed for something, anything, to erase the pending nightmare. "Fly
me aw,,y," , he thought, "send the steel bird, the mynahs, just fly me out of here before the
e piration date." The ominous blank, who knows how long. She could faintly hear the mynahs:
bye-bye, bye-bye, bye-bye. But just as her last muscle melted into the cool sheets, she jerked up
from the pillow. Turbulence? Suitcases flying? No, it was in the mynah's cage; not the screeching
mimicry of the black birds, but instead, a small, squeaky sound trying desperately to be heard over
th e bye-byes: "Judy, I know you're here."
Her nos was still deep in the pillow when Judy heard shattering glass clamoring above. Crash!
Thumping, a struggle, a jungle war. Chrissy shrieking in rage, "Billeeeeee, are you down there?
Help me!" Suddenly, the sound of furniture, a couch perhaps, tumbling down stairs, shaking the
walls and ceiling, little glass figurines vibrating in fear . It was Chrissy running down steps: booma,
booma, booma; " Oh Lord have mercy on me, nobody ta help me!"
" What' s wrong Chrissy?" Judy asked from the doorway.
" What ain't wrong?" she cracked, stampeding into the kitchen.
The sun was ringing in Judy' s swollen eyes. Trying to flatten her scrubby morning hair, she
robed and ambled into the kitchen.
"Mum!" she cried. The back door had opened enough to allow the curly brown top and a sack of
groceries to poke through. "Here Mum, I'll take those." Chrissy was rampaging back upstairs with
a roll of paper towels, lord-have-mercy-ing all the way. When the groceries were settled, Judy
took a huge breath. "Oh, Mum!" She grabbed and held on.
"Judy, honey, what did you do to your hair this time?"
"I know, Mum, it's orange."
"No, not really orange. More like a turd on fire." They giggled and hugged again. Mum's face
wasn't so horrid as last night, sleep had done its duty.
"Have you seen your aunt yet?" she asked Judy who nodded no.
"She's been begging for you for weeks now. She won't, she can't die, she says, until she sees
her favorite niece."
"Mum, I'm her only niece."
"Yes, dear, but favorite none the less."
While coffee poured for mother and daughter, Chrissy roared through again for more towels,
mumbling something about "doin' what she can" and "lordy, lordy, lordy." The walls shook
again as she flew back upstairs. The stampede's aftermath left bitterness in Mum's eyes.
" I wish it were her instead of Ida," she said.
"Oh, Mum," Judy mocked, "she does what she can!"
"Sure she does! She does what she can to make Ida's last days miserable. Her kissy talk, that's
fake Judy, pure sugar, why my God, Ida's going to die of glucose shock with her around. Penny
won't even come down anymore until 'that Appalachian elephant leaves' she says. Poor Penny,
she's done so much for Ida, with her the whole time, the surgery, the whole mess. Finally last
week she admitted Ida was dying Before, it was 'let's get Laetrile' or 'let's take her back to New
York.' But now, well now she just wants the suffering stopped.'' Mum finished her coffee. Billy
pushed in with the last sack of groceries.
"Mum, what do you mean, the 'suffering stopped'?"
Billy interjected. "She means she wishes somebody around here had the guts to put her out of
her misery! That's what she means!" His cold eyes stared at Judy without moving. "But then
what? Then the hippo takes over raising me!" He ran through the doorway; away from the
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present, fleeing the future.
_"But Mum, how could • • • well, I mean, after all the surgery, all the money just to keep her
alive longer, well, how could anyone put Ida out of her misery?"
"Shoot Chri sy," Mum answered, "that would do it."
th

ey a cended the stairway, Judy' throat knotted and he grew pal . With each tep re
turn ~ memorie of the jubilant Ida: black raven curl , red lips open wide for all thos hiny white
th
laughing tee , t a ing, telling crazy tories, family anecdote . But the la t thru t upward dou ed
her thought wi~h th~ thick odor of death. Rounding the corner do rway, Judy turn d to ic . For
th
ere sh aw wmt r deS truchon: broken, barr n limbs; the ne t, devastated and brittle clinging
'
desperately to the frail remain of the sparrow.
"Ida, Judy is here to see you."
A

Slowly, as if to add pomp to the unveiling, the sheets turned toward Judy. One eye looked at
hers. One hand of bone and skin raised to catch her own. One-half of a mouth, gray and twisted,
th
squeeze~
e words out painfully. Half her head from the neck up was guarded by a thick
turban-like bandage.
0

"I · · knew · · Y _u · · were • • here." The sad eye filled with a tear. Judy sat by, holding the

nd nd
cold ha
a
bow~ng her head to hide her sobs. From the corner, Chrissy sniffed and mumbled
th
as he moved e rnghtS tand away from the bed. Wiping her imaginary tears, she loomed toward
the bed.
::Now Mama, yo,~ musn't do that anymore, I'm workin' ta help you now."
.. go .. away she said.
F~r ~ours Judy sat steamy-eyed and dazed as Ida forced her thoughts, anguished and ex
th
cruaatmg, r~ugh ~er tw!sted ~outh. There came traditional words of advice, " .. get .. married
;, · grow,; · babies · · and maud1ble and grotesque distortions Judy would pretend to understand.
Purple . was common, usually after her eye had closed for a while. Saliva would run from her
crooked lips, she would choke, and roll her eye in disgust.
" .. when .. I .. get .. to .. purple .... "
"Yes Aunt Ida?"
"• . someone .. calls ... come .. back .. eat .. don't .. die .. "
"I know, Aunt Ida, I know."

Mum brought t~e afternoon medication which Ida's parched hand eagerly arose to take. "She's
ha,~ so much of this for o long, it's built up in her system. Makes her hallucinate."
.... Joan ... Joan ... "
"Yes, Sissy, what is it honey?"
" .. get .. that .. fish .... "
"Where, Sissy, where is it?"
::· • • over • • . there .... "Her finger pointed to the empty floor.
Okay honey " M
·
Obl'1 d b
,,
,
,
um
ge
Y walking over and lifting her arms full of an invisible fish.
Where should I put it, Sissy?"
"... put ... what ... ?"
"The fish, Sissy, see?" Mum held out her arms·.
". · • you're •. • • crazy .... "Ida winked at Judy. They all giggled.
st th
Ju
en Chnssy marched in like a hotel maid on overtime. "C'mon, I gotta change these stinky
sheets, Mama."
" ... no .. no .... "
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"Now Mama, you gotta be good for me this time," she paraded around the bed.
" .. you .. pig ... " her gray skin tinted pink with rage.
"Now, Mama, you just better . ..." She was interruped by Judy.
"Can't you wait until later, Chrissy?"
"Noooo Judeeeeee, 'cause I'm goin' to the church meetin' later ao' nobody else wants to do it!"
" .. pig . . snake ... I .. hate . . you ...."
.
It was that night under the full moon, alone with Aunt Ida, when Judy cried the hardest. Mum
was away, Carter had come home from work and gone straight to his smoky comer. The masto
don was in a meeting at the zoo, and Billy had his head buried in his pillow like an ostrich. Because
it was that night Ida explained to Judy the meaning of the purple-the endless tunnel through
which she would fly, as soon as her eye closed, toward the purple; almost to the end. Someone in
her nest would always call her back. Just when she was close, " ... I .. want . . the . . purple . . "
she told Judy," . . I .. can't ... stay .. here ...."
". . are . . you . . . there . . . ?"
"Yes Aunt Ida, I'm here."
". . do .. you . . . remember . . . Chippy?"
"Yes, Aunt Ida, I sure do." Judy remembered the black and white terrier Ida had kept for almost
fourteen years. Judy was only thirteen when Chippy was caught by the churning wheels of a hot
rod Ford.
". . re . . member . . what .. happened . . . ?"
"Yes, I remember Aunt Ida." The children went screaming in terror as the terrier howled,
twisted and bleeding, half its head covered in red, begging for her master who came running with
a bed pillow in her arms. Judy's stomach burned now like it did then, the horror. Ida ran to the
street crying, and with all her strength, held the pillow over Chippy until the squealing was no
more. Little girls in little dresses ran back to their little houses.
".. Judy ...."
"Yes Aunt Ida?"
". . could . . you . . be . . so . . kind . . . ?"
Judy flinched. Suitcases began flying through her head. The furnace fan shut off. White noise
stopped, there was r,o place to hide.
"Please, Aunt Ida, don't ask me," the tears that flowed were hot, burning. From across the
room, hundreds of ceramic figurines, squirrels, chipm'unks, porcelain birds, and little bisque
rabbits, all of Ida's kingdom, stared longingly at Judy, granting their permission.
.
" .. the .. pills .. Judy ... get ... the .. pills ...."
The swollen-eyed niece concedeci to nature. In a trance, she walked to the nightstand, slowly
filling her palm with half a bottle of little white pellets. "Here, love," she folded them into Ida's
frail grip.
" .. to .. morrow .. I'll .. go ..." she whispered, and tucked the pills into her pillowcase."..
I .. want .. to .. see .. Penny ... once more ... now .. go .. fly .. home .. live .. have .. babies .

"I will, Aunt Ida, I promise." Judy sobbed.
" .. don't .. let .. them .. be .. like .. Chrissy .. always .. guard .. your .. nest .. don't .. let ..
them .. be .. stolen ...."
"I promise, Aunt Ida, I promise. Oh, God, what have I done?"
That night, Judy didn't sleep much through ~xhausting dreams. Death was a hawk: blood-
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beaked, horrible, foam-beaked and hideous, heading traight for its prey.
But in the morning, Judy woke smiling. Let death not be a hawk, she thought, I made sure of
that. She gathered her things and was ready for the la t good-bye to Ida before Mum and Billy
drove her to the airport. Chris y came booming down the teps.
" Lordy, lordy, that woman is ornerier today than I'v ever een her, that woman ain't never
ati fied, he' gonna run me ragged, I w ar!" h looked toward Judy, " I took her ome fresh
apricot juice and th n he ay to fi her a milk hake! Lordy, lordy. At 1 ast Penny'll be here any
minute, then he an put up with it! Lord hav m rcy on me!"
The la t g d -bye wa n't th tortur Judy fear d . Th sad ye inside the bandage almost
twinkled a he ki ed her aunt. "I love you," h aid. Chris y handed Ida her tiny plastic cup full
of thick white shake. She then began gulping her own milkshake from what appeared to be a
portable trough.
" . .. Chrissy .. get .. that .. fish . . there .. over . . there .."
The huge blonde rolled her eyes at Judy and mumbled two or three lord-have-mercys. She sat
her enormous glass on the floor beside the bed while she went pretend-fishing.
Ida's hand moved quickly up to her pillow, and with a half-grin, she winked at Judy. The
slender, loving figure of Judy smiled back, unaware of nature's master plan. The miseries, all of
them, would end peacefully, as nature intended-without postponement by scapels, it would
cease. The magic pellets began slowly melting into their milkshakes, as the quantity of mercy was
twice received.
"Bye-bye, Aunt Ida," Judy threw a kiss, "and you too Chrissy."
For the second time in a week the rain fell like angel's tears in Southern California. By the
bushes near the patio, leaves were giggling, shaking. Underneath, not completely hidden, were
patches of shiny wet flesh; teasing, moving gently like spring breezes. Giggles turned to laughter,
"Don't poke my eye with your eagle beak, Leo!" A rustling, then silence. The branches were still.
Through the kitchen window came the chatter of the mynahs, gossiping perhaps, while the earth
turned to bed for the soft eagle and the friendly hawk. Above them, a very curious sparrow.

Walter Heath
The man has work this time
weeding marigolds. He knows
one house from the other by the starlings
and the hedges sweating into the ground.
There are sounds holding his arms
as wings fitting inside him: he get~
two hours from a man making the yard
smoother than algae. The flowers are wet.
He loosens the hose to let the drought
take things back to the death
which starts ahead of him.

Clyde Kessler

Mike Smith
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Rest Stop
Hanson's proud of his gas station.
He says it's one of the oldest around,
and he's sold gas since it opened
in 1935.
You smile and nod,
pretend to be interested
as he points to the faded green sign.
My feet
naked on pavement
throb with heat.
Sweat crawls down my back,
sticks in the crack behind my knees.
The old man wants to talk
but we squeeze back into the car.
I can't help wondering how he manages
the pumps
with one hand missing.

This Morning
The chambered nautilus drifts
with the undersea current,
along mountain tops,
in a warm blue ocean.
I waken, dress myself,
eat coddled eggs, wait for the bus.
Today it's a cigar shaped aerofoil.
The dog chases it, barks at the exhaust.
Passing the museum I see Katona's
oval glass sculpture attracting sunrays,
holding purest light.
Something pulls me back
to the embryo stage,
the tiniest egg,
dreams of a baby.
I wonder once more
when I'll go home again
from this alien place.
The ambulance siren
snaps me back
into this morning, watching time pass
in the tiny hourglass on my bracelet,
a grain of sand at a time.

Marcia Kester
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Zona Gale
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Life Sentence
The prison walls rise
in sheets of black ice.
The wans cannot b
scaled or detonated.
They exist & do not exi t.
Within th pri on,
I exist & do note i t.
I live & do not live.
Deathle ... a y t unborn.
The prison is laced
with huge cobweb .
A tenacious strand,
an umbilical noose,
· dangles over my head.
It would seem
I wait
on death row.
Yet,
I am sentenced to life.
There is a key
to unlock the barriers:
forged in molten anger,
smoothed with cool tears,
tarnished by despair,
polished by determination.
Key of laughter,
key of blood;
talisman of courage,
symbol of faith;
brazen key,
flash of feeling;
intangible key,
path that I create.
We each dwell
in the house of the father,
the house of the mother.
There is a key..

Steve Crossman
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light somewhere, far away. The sunlight emitted weakly out of the black island ahead and gradu
ally merged with the studded black above. She flicked the headlights on and leaned forward to see

The Companion
"Oh, I am not," sh laugh d, looking over at him while k ping a side glance on the road. His
eye are o beautiful, she thought. I should I t him drive
I can just watch. No, that' silly. It'
my r pon ibility. h ' return d h r att ntion to the car.
He laugh d back. He touch d h r arm ftly, car fully, a if n t to impo e. "Y , I think you are.
I really do."
"You do, huh?" She miled quickly at him, and pulled her arm away. God, he's so distracting,
she mu ed. She was happy he'd answered her ad. She had to get her Grandmother's car to
California before the latter arrived there by plane in four days. The drive was too long for the older
woman, o she had volunteered to take the ancient Cadillac there and the~ had put an ad in the
paper for a riding companion. He had answered the ad within a few hours after the paper had
come out, and she met him once before making the decision. He seemed nice, and friendly enough
to keep her company for four days.
She planned on staying in California for only a week, then flying back home. But the closer she
got to the de tination, the more she realized that she was running away from her life, and may
never go back. She'd been trapped within her family for so long that just meeting someone else
her own age was inspiring. It was time, anyway, that her sister and brothers learned to mother
themselves, after ten years of her playing the surrogate. He said he was going there to find a job.
He was a carpenter and his hands showed it. They were broad and calloused, yet somehow
delicate in the way they expressed everything he said. H~ had a structured classic face with deep
gold-brown eyes. She fancied she could see in those eyes the desert and the ocean floor, with the
light and the dark intertwined like a tabby's brindled fur.
"Yes, yes I do." He was sitting almost sideways in the front seat next to her. One strong arm
rested on the back of the seat with that hand clasping the other in midair. He had sat this way,
gazing and smiling at her with his fine white teeth for hours it seemed, only occasionally changing
the radio station with long slow fingers .
They were halfway across Colorado, and it was winter. The weather was perfect: cool and
breezy with huge, blue, late afternoon skies. The land was brown with spots of green and infi
nitely flat. Straight ahead, but till hours away, like rolling black storm clouds were the Rocky
Mountains. She had been here once before, years ago, but it was different this time. She was more
elated, more expectant of fantastic thing to happen to her. The mountail;lS no longer forebode but
welcomed her in their immensity. She had planned the trip especially to drive straight through
them and not be afraid.
"Oh come on. You're embarrassing me." She wasn't at all embarrassed by his attentions. She
was thrilled by the sight of him, of his thick brown hair blowing around his face from the open
window, of his hands, resting so comfortably within each other, of his eyes that compelled her to
reach deep within them.
They were silent for a long while. She hummed the popular tunes that emitted from the
dashboard speakers. He shifted in his seat to watch the mountains grow slowly before them. The
sun lay just behind the peaks, spreading an eerie gold glaze across the sky above them. It was
practically dark where they were, and beginning to get colder, but she could see that it was still
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directly above them.
"Just look at the stars," she whispered. "You never ee that many stars back home." She
needed conversation, being weary from the long drive. But they would reach Denver and her
older brother' house soon, where they would spend the night.
"They're beautiful, like you. " He touched her houlder with hi hand. A gentle touch it was, yet
electrifying to her. She involuntarily mov d her eye in hi direction, squinting in the dark car to
earch out hi . They caught her and held. Som how the gold in them defied th night and
glittered in recognition of the sight of her full fac turned toward him. H_e r hands a~toma~cally
glided in the same direction, forcing the steering wheel to move and the nght front tire to hit the
berm. She quickly urged the car back onto the road and steadied the wheel. I am tired, she
thought, but we're so close, I can' t ask him to drive now.
.
"God, I'm sorry. Don't worry, I'll get you there alive," as she stretched her left leg and tightened
her grip on the wheel.
.
"I have no doubt." He moved closer, his leg propped in the middle of the seat, almost touching
hers. She could feel the warmth of his body and the heat of his gaze as he moved closer still. She
felt the light weight on her thigh of what she knew was his roughened hand.
She saw the light out of the comer of her eye and it drew her. She could no longer watch t~e
straight dark road but was being pulled the other way, towards him. His golden eye~ shone with
the same eerie intensity as the sun had above the mountains. Her heart was beatmg fast, ~er
hands beginning to sweat on the steering wheel. It was slipping in the direction of her eyes, which
were trapped in the piercing reality of his.
She did not at first realize that she was no longer on the flat road but jumping through the
terrain alongside of it. Her car bumped and jarred over the rocky stretch of wasteland. She knew
she was no longer in control, but it did not seem to matter. His unnaturally calm face told her to
put on the brakes, which she did, just in time to slide on the dust and stones int~ the wid~ crevass
embracing a row of railroad tracks that cut through the land. Her tires rested agamst the ties of the
outermost track.
He embraced her shaking body, offering her comfort she'd never known the equal of. He held
her mind and body gently, yet strongly. She took his head in her hands an~ coaxed him ~ar
enough away so that she could see his face, to apologize to those eyes for havmg almost extin
guished them. She stared at his smiling visage until the luminescence of his being g~ve way to the
glaring huge headlight of the train that sped, undaunted, toward the car on the outside track.

Laura E. Lehner
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The Buddha's Brother Frank
Nirvana wa a for cry from Frank,
who n v r made the team
of z n c ntendcrs.
o figurin •s of Fr, nk are found
in lofty temple en ·hrined.
He only earn d a living
mending handcart in the hot sun.
His was the way of
white ivory beneath the knife,
worlds of wood and stone,
the apricot climax of daybreak,
the scent of slender lilacs,
the ta te of grape and fig,
sex at twilight.
There were times when
Gautama sat in strained meditation,
luminous, consumed
by vast inner cosmos.
Frank's loud laughter nearby
punctured the air, spoiling the satori,
a festive and unrestrained parade
through the abyss of absolute nothingness.
Gautama turned his gaze downward,
nodding in consternation, briefly
out of concentration, while
Frank sighed,
hoping for one more night
in the arm of his woman.

Oh the August Moon
The moon clean and bright
lit reflections off the lake
surface. The ramp road just
disappeared double yellow lines
and all into the waters edge. I
parked the Honda feet away and
we watched the beauty, peaceful
scene for all of about thirty
seconds.
The next day I told mom I
spilt Doctor Pepper on the
front seat.

Vance Wissinger, Jr.

This man shall not be remembered,
for the mere mention of his name
brings to mind the buddha,
relieving himself in the bushes,
scratching his backside,
the mystic blimp undisguised.

D. Michael Sullivan
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On the Death of a Friend
So I put you in a box now
all your trinkets, cards and photos
and you hang upon my wall
like ome stuffed momento.
You've been a signed to my past
it seems, and once again
I hang on to documentation
that says, "He was here!"
The box-a casket of sorts
whose contents will yellow
with the years.
And so your ashes are spread.

Virginia Burroughs

•

7th Avenue Express
We met at Chri top her Street
I
and my old friend
With the numbness of a clo ing day
And the magic
of her final, olitary run.
Deep into the night we rocked
and
Creaked
Paused
And rolled away together
Underneath the watchful world
The tired eyes
of 7th Avenue
Blind
and calmly vigilant.
Home
just home
A room
A place to sleep with walls around
Four stations
Three
two
one
We stopped
And I departed.
And it was love that brought me
And nothing more or less
than that
Up to the mental gray of Lenox Terminal
Love
for the lost and grandly desolate
for rest
for warm
familiar sheets.

Roderick Phillips
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Edwin A. Nelms
the quick flick of a smile
is still there

The Findlay Market Experience

the curly hair still
coal black
at67

I saw empty com blankets
lying in a heap along mountains
of decaying strawberries and blueberrie .

the luminous brown
eyes softer now
mellowed
by the Valium

I saw scraps of shopping bags.

and the body
like a wool sweater
washed in hot water
shrunk
from six foot two
down to five foot four

Old pieces of beer bottles
and whiskey bottles were
wasted all over the streets
like dead bodies after a battle.
I saw empty fruit depositories.

bones
poke out
under his skin

I saw scared fish that had
their last swim many days ago.
I saw masses of dirt and
garbage, indulging themselves
in the moist ground.

his shriveled bottom
hangs in his slacks
like a limp
bean bag

Frank Sullivan

brittle bone
cancer
has turned him
into a crisp cicada skin
ready to crunch
if I hug him

Sheryl L. Nelms
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They.

• •

.:ill of them,

Semantics

th y llow hair d actr
with her black cat
hitchhik d to hell in a cry tal tornado
th ir no es burning white-hot
the mailman who smelled like sleet
stopped walking, suspended,
christmas cards frozen jesus popsides,
return to maker
his back began to twist until
he was certified
u.. government
destroyed
the comedian melts under spotlights
still thirsty after ten years of whiskey
twelve years of beer, he laughs
down some red wine, still thirsty
h~ sucks his own pores, careful
not to ignore one drop
he laughs, the audience cries
daddy's eyes are in the pages
of black and white escape
his child sits mindless, eating television
they are stuck inside a noun
never to return

His calloused hand grips
the knife as if a weapon.
The sweat stains
have dried into the T-shirt
that looks as if
· it could never have been new·
His hair is matted together
and bleached from constant sun.
Huge iron arms
are scratched, scraped
and in places scarred.
When they married
she never expected this.
She knows now
that he couldn't even
define the word, "romance."
She asks him
if he wants more
out oflife.
He pauses,
takes a swallow of coffee;
then says,
''Hell, I'm working
three jobs now."

had one thing,
nothing,
in common.

R. Gerry Fabian
Mike Smith
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lit Touch
\ ail. I 'l'I th, flowing fabric ot \ ind
whil it lips up n you like slo \' light,
weaving round your ilent ilh u tt ,
touching you , a pa
f tend r hand.
\ ait. L t the tirring wi p ing of you
in still movement. You are there, godlike,
transfixed in the fla h of wind which
hug your per on, acknowledges ou.
Now arise, clothed in the rampant gu t
which bur ts upon you, the bla t of ound:
Your name, houted in the wild ky.

D. Michael Sullivan

Among Other Things
we arnerican jews are the ghosts
of european jews, of good european ideals,
of violins and books and odd branched burning
bushes, and the bridges europe burnt behind her.

Jonathan Levant
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Missouri Rain
They predicted rain this morning
with thunder growling like an old dog
on my front porch.
Today the optimara violets
bloomed crimsonlarger than the ones in mother's garden
where I buried her broken china
tea cup in mud when I was five.
At Uncle Clay's funeral
she held her coat over
my head
when we walked through the rain
pennies falling
on the canvas shelter
over his grave.
Somewhere in Florida
on a cloudless day
my mother waxes the dining
room table, lemon oil
thick with summer heat.
She rubs out finger prints
and the rings where my elbows
rested last Spring.

I look in the mirror
trace the curve of my nose
the lines by my eyes,
her eyes,
and wonder if she hears the rain
falling through my fingers.

Marcia Kester
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Who's Insult?
My history teacher was always tellin us about famous dead people. The other day he tole the
class that death was the ultimate insult-whatever that means. Well, yesterday a slow voice over
the P.A. asked us all to give five moments of silent prayer for the history teacher. The newspaper
said he passed away from natural causes, without livin relatives. I think our new history teacher
used ta teach English 'cause she's always correctin our speech, even when it don't have nothin ta
do with history.
Seems folks got nothin else ta worry about 'cept dyin, or thinkin about somebody else dyin. My
girl, Lucy, worries about other folks she don't even know, and about how close they come ta dyin
or how some miracle saves 'em. She even gets sad and bleary-eyed when she hears about some
dog gettin squashed on the freeway. Her mom used ta tell her that she'd worry herself ta death
thinkin about others, but her mom'll never know. She croaked herself just last month.
Lucy cried and cried when her mom died, and babbled only silly things the few times she'd let
me talk to her. She said she couldn't bear ta see me 'cause she felt so poorly about her mom dyin.
Feelin like she did, you'd figure she'd need somebody ta talk to, but sometimes things just don't
figure right.
Lucy's mom used to invite me over for supper, and I'd sit right beside Lucy and we'd rub elbows
a lot 'cause what else can ya do with your girl at the table? Her mom's specialty was homemade
bisquits, but didn't seem nobody appreciated 'em like I did. I can still see 'em-fluffy and steamin,
split open like clams, melted butter puddlin on the halves. I'm missin them bisquits already.
Folks don't really remember the dead for very long, though. They just remember certain things
about 'em that stand out. Lucy might remember only what her mom said about dyin from worry
about others. Or about how her mom used ta hang out clothes, stuffin the wooden pins in her
mouth and then busyin her hands stretchin Mr. Brown's wet shirts out against the wire line. I
remember watchin Mrs. Brown, her old knees creakin, pullin stringy crabgrass outta her back
garden. It'd climb over those red bricks stuck in the ground at an angle with all their corners up,
and strangle off the baby azaeleas. Mrs. Brown was a fine, hard workin lady. I remember that
much about her, but can't remember doodly-squat about that history teacher, no matter how hard
I try.
Lucy's pa had ta pass the hat around at the factory ta get Mrs. Brown buried decent. Gettin
buried decent is pretty expensive business, and Lucy's pa probably could've done with a bigger
passin hat. I ain't tryin ta be funny or anything, but that money could've better been used on a
new dress for Lucy, one with little flowers on it and a white fold down collar.
When I saw Lucy at the funeral, she really looked drained. I'd gone a whole week without seein
her. I was sure achin ta see her, though, even if it was at a funeral. It didn't appear that Lucy was
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hapt? ta ee me, though. She turned her face away when she aw me, likely 'cause her eyes were
saggm and red, and her lips were bleached white. She wore a black dress that reached down to her
knubby knees. She usually only wore that dre s to church, but I guess funeral homes are sorta hke
churches-everybody' quiet and all dressed up their best. Somebody had even dressed up Mr .
Brown and he look d more peaceful than ever.
It sort h.urt when Lucy turned her face away after seein me at the funeral. I figur d I hould be
real e tra nice to her. I thought of om of th things folk ay ta other folks wh 've lo t som body,
and went ver ta say ' m.
. "Don't look at m , Jim. I b en cryin terrible," Lucy aid. Then he straight n d my old tie and
hft d th hould r of my suit till th y fell right.
"I'm real orry about your mom dyin, Lucy. It wa a d ep ad los , and I \ ould've tole you a
week ago how sorry I was if you'd only seen me or talked ta me."
"I'm sorry, Jim. Thank you."
She just stood there straight and quiet, not sayin anything, and ju t starin ahead at the black
casket at the end of the a_isle. Some older folks found their way from Lucy's dad ta talk ta Lucy.
The~ sorta nudged me aside. They looked Lucy in the eyes and tole her how sorry they were, and
that_ it wa_s a deep sad loss. She bowed her head a little ta thank everybody for their kindness in
paym their respects. Folks sorta hafta be thanked for comin ta funerals. They're so uncomfortable.
l loo~ed around for a punch bowl, but all I saw were delicate flowers, and plenty of' em.
With everybo,dy mumbli~ around not payin me no mind, I started thinkin how things would be
between me an Lucy. Shed probably be busier around the house, and pendin more time with
her homework, maybe ta take her mind off unpleasant things. She'd be ten din to her little sister
more'n _usual until Mr. Brown could find another mother. I'm not real worried about Lucy changin
her feelm's about us, though. I'd just hafta start hangin around with her and buggin her enough ta
let'er know she could still count on me.
"
What I can't figure-or maybe I can-is why folks throw such a big hoopla for other dead folks. I
reckon Mrs._ Brown deserved ta be buried decent, but it doesn't matter. How's she gonna know
s~e was buned decent? Maybe funerals help folks remember, sorta like picture albums Lucy had a
picture of her bright yella canary, the one that keeled over, and everytime she_got the picture
alb~m out and saw that yella fluff ball with black beads for eyes and a bright orange beak, she'd go
off mta the past. "He shore was an active bird," she'd say with a gleam in her eye. "Alwav flittin
around, chatterin an' carryin on. An' if ya stuck your finger in the cage ta tease ,'im, why, he'd
shore try and take a hunk off. An' I remember we had ta clean the bottom of his cage once a week.
Why,_ sometimes we'd even find seed shells on the floor two feet away from where his cage was
hangm. He was a good bird, though. Never started chirpin an' wakin everybody up til at least five
in the mornin."
She'd go on and on. I couldn't see no good in the bird the way she tole it, but I wasn't dose ta
Lucy in the days that bird was around. It took me quite a spell ta get close to 'er too. I used ta pull
her hair in that_ history class taught by that teacher who passed away. J ~ouldn't figure any other
way ta show I liked her. She never did invite me over ta play while we was in fifth grade. She said
I had ta grow up.

around ta give a care about 'em. I hope Lucy's around a long time-ta remember her mom.
Folks are bumpin each other for chairs ta see the services better. I guess I can see the preacher
pretty good from here in the back. Lucy's all crowded by relation in the front row. I bet she'
warmer than me, though, with all those bodies around her. Goosepimple from the chilly air cover
my arm . I can't e how the flowers that hide the bottom half of Mr . Brown' casket can live with
all the cold. Funeral home aren't happy place . I can't figure why folk come to 'em.
Anyway, about a week after the fun ral, Lucy tarted eein me again, not often enough for my
likin, but I'd do anything, and be happy, just tab with her. She tried not talkin about her mom,
but th hou was ju t too tull of thing her mom'd touch d in some way. Lu y wat r d h r
mom' flow r that w r
ttin in th wind w ill, and aid sh f It bad that he'd never b n with
her mom enough ta I am prop r how to tend th plants. She u d her mom' waffl iron, and
pepper grinder, and apron. Mr. Brown didn't h lp things much. H at around in the livin room
after work and put hi stubbly chin inta his chest. He'd usually be hollerin at Mrs. Brown about
supper, and she'd be hollerin back that they ain't havin nothin but pea soup anyway, so what's the
big hurry. Now Mr. Brown doesn't eat much anymore, and the sofa just sorta swallows him up,
and he's so tired he just can't fight it.
After awhile things started lookin up. Lucy let me come over a little bit more, usually after
school. Her chubby cheeks were red again. I always liked her cheeks, but she thought they were
too big, probably because people called her cotton jaws at school. I'd tell 'er her cheeks were just
fine with me, and she'd laugh and say, "Really?", and fill 'em up like balloons and roll 'er eyes. I
couldn't help from huggin her.
When I had my choice, I'd be over at Lucy's. Like when Mr. Harris was murdered in a mean
way. The Tuesday paper said he was stabbed three times in the stomach, shot twice where his
eyes were, choked with a scarf, and then had his front end stuck inta the kitchen oven. The gas
company came out to find the leak where the killer'd turned up the gas and didn't light the pilot.
Well, when everybody'd read the story, they locked up their doors real tight. Mom thought there
had ta be a crazy on the loose, so she called up some of my friends to walk along with me when I
wanted ta go ta Lucy's house. The guys would want me ta go on past Lucy's ta the baseball field at
school, but I always shook my head. They all looked at me like I'd just snitched on one of'em for
cheatin on a test. Anyway, I'd stay over at Lucy's a lot, and call Mom ta let her know I'd got there
safe and ask if I could stay over ta eat supper with the Browns.
Everybody found out that Mr. Harris had done a few murders himself, and figured he deserved
what he got and that it probably wasn't a crazy who was loose. I had ta find another reason ta stay
over at Lucy's so much. I just liked bein with her. We'd find things ta do. We'd put puzzles
together, bake coffee cakes with cinnamon and sugar an' nuts on top, work math problem , and
we even built a bookcase in her basement with some of her dad's left over wood. When there was
somethin good on tv., we'd watch, and then we'd wrestle about on the floor while the commer
cials were on. Her body was warm and had handles I could grab onto. We laughed a 1qt but talked
serious too, like why I'm startin ta feel so gushy and why I'm startin ta worry about Lucy so much.
Me an' Lucy started makin promises ta one another, like livin for each other and _ge!tin the most
out of things. Mostly we promised never ta insult each other the way that history teacher had done
ta our eighth grade class.

A~yway, that bi_r~ couldn't appreciate that Lucy thought about it from time ta time. An' a guy
who s passed on amt able ta see all the glitter and all the folks cryin over 'im. When a guy's dead,
he could care less if he's dropped inta the ground in a box or a bag, or even if he's buried decent at
all. He's just gonna rot, right?, an' it's just like buryin a treasure and forgettin ta make a map. I
suppose lots of dead folks are layin in the ground like lost, forgotten treasure since there's nobody
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The Sound Monsters
My muscle jump like fi h
out of water, a a wild noise
monster roars at ine through his speaker.
Antagonized by this creature's
hrieking sound, I run out of my
room that is now an animal's den.
Toe cape this creature, I
eek asylum in my closet.
As I recover, new sounds intrude
my tranquility. I hear demons,
yelling from the body. After
each breath they increase like
the beginning of a train's engine.

Prairie Dogs
Prairie dogs pose
like bony old men
rocking on sentry porches.
What do cataract eyes
see in speeding
westward clouds,
in fading
easterly dust?
What lurks in
each passing car?
· I stop the flow;
prairie dogs
drop to burrows
till migrant dust
shrouds sun
once more.

· Frank Sullivan
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Diane Webster
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Prisoners of Summer
I have put two coats of paint tain
on the redwood deck that run
to the north of the house along
the econd floor. Mother ha fre h black
painted the piral iron stairca e to
the patio below. El Gato with hi long
blue-black hair and white boots know
all i dry enough to ba kin the middle
of the planks in the un pool; e en
with the leave of the maple tree ju t
the other side of the fre h chipped
railing. Outside the sliding creendoor
he looks patiently at me re ting in the
now fleele s dark of the living room. He
waits without knowing for the fir t free.1.e
of foll.

Black and Yellow
Pineapple madras
yellow and black as myrtle warblers
his gift to me
when we were hurtling toward divorce
Pineapple madras
why don't I rip you up
and throw you out with the trash
instead I smooth you over the sofa
Pineapples apples of the pine
hard to cut through to the juice
Sharp black and yellow
wish you could fade from my mind
with the many washings of the madras

Emilie Glen

Vance Wissinger, Jr.
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A Thousand Golden Lions
The hairs of my head are numbered
I am in a cradle of clouds
I'm in files numerous as grasses
am a card in rolodex
am being born up lest I dash my foot against a stone
Far East says
Even in one hair there are a thousand
golden lions
Then in one finger a thousand scarlet tanagers
in one throat ten thousand swans
and in one tear
ten thousand seas

Emilie Glen
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married 3 months

The Theory Weave
exi tentialism: a philo~oph for people whose
marriage used to exi,;;t. i can feel the big
boomerang of history in my own bent elbow

Walter always took
his bath
first
then sat in
the car
and honked

Jonathan Levant

while Grace bathed
until
the day
Grace ran
a dripping wet
nude
to the car

"Yes, I Will Marry You"
Sheryl L. Nelms

who else!? hell, we can put both our type
writers on the same dec;k - no problem! you
do have a typewriter for a dowery, don't
you, don't you!?

" Jonathan Levant
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Three Poems by Melina Costello
Bus Ride
for Patrick

The Other Life
I follow
when your breath
is seawind, balmy
seaspray
when you take
my hair as your
ail ...
ourlimbs
smooth oar
stroking
sunpools, warm
milkwind
our bodies
glistening
moist copper
watching
fish shadows
sandpipers
circling ...
your mouth
to my ear
as we sail
thru the gulf
whispering
mua nanca
da lis
a ma nei
remembering
the other life

Melina Costello

Muse for a Summer Impasse
What if stillness is a noise, an utterance
poised on the moment of articulation?
Maria says the sun's echo has swallowed
itself, that Surusa is the belly of the moon
which inhales a mute's hesitation & gives
it back as the breadwinner's pause.
I tell her I never know which end

of a dhoop stick to light, that its
long & unhurried furl of smoke
is the only blessing I know.

Melina Costello
· 46

A defense of policy is the sanity of error but this doesn't explain why I've compromised
myself to a chump circus. If a bottle pockets fleas, then I'm a harem. This is Kant's cure
for rapture but who has discovered the cause, why answers settle like dust in a musty
attic when the thin voice of an old zipper can be heard from any hall? Today a midget
popped his button on the bus. Someone yelled quarter and five men hit the floor. An old
woman shook a celery stalk at them before stepping out into the rain.

She says this is shelter
for what the blind see.

· Melina Costello
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The O'Neill Dream

Wither
born am I to Earth
my lovely mother
with her soft green mounds
and soothing rivers of tears
moving me gently,
rocking me slowly
through cold black space
covering me with her cool brown arms
enclosing me in my world of sleep
forever

· II child
trapped in my womb
lie still
and dream your dark visions
of heaven and hell
that's all you have now
lie still
hard cold child
ofmine

Dee Golden
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"I don't think I'll ever get tired of this view," Haldenman commented, watching the sun rise
over the Indian Ocean. He ran his hand through his greying beard and smiled.
The years are catching up with me, he mused. Maybe I should ask for that transfer to the moon
as my doctor advised. Probably live ten years longer there.
"Sir, the workhorse?" his aide said.
"I know Fred, I know. But you can't tell me you're not impressed with all this," Haldenman
said, pointing toward the reddish ocean and sky.
Baer nodded. "Yes, it is breathtaking sir. I hope this isn't the last time we can enjoy it."
Haldenman just shook his head. "You're too grim. Things aren't that bad."
Baer didn't answer.
Haldenman shrugged and resumed walking down the beach. No one ever came down to the
coast, but it was almost a daily ritual with Haldenman.
"I guess the situation is an interesting one," Haldenman thought out loud. "I've been working
in space for 65 years and I've never heard of an incident like this."
"It does seem to be incredible," Baer replied.
"Is his HLLV still on schedule?"
Baer put his hand into the pocket of his vest-jacket, pulling out a pocket watch.
"The workhorse should be arriving in thirty minutes."
Haldenman nodded. The harbor was now in sight. Along the shoreline was a majority of the
small businesses and homes making up the port. Floating in the harbor itself was the large
complex of warehouses, service facilities, and landing areas. Looking inland, Haldenman could
see the canals leading from the harbor to the launching areas. Straining his eyes, he could make
out a massive Heavy Load Launch Vehicle (HLLV) prepared for liftoff.
''What time is that HLLV going up?" Haldenman asked. This time Baer consulted his wrist
computer.
"About two minutes. Do you want to watch?"
"Of course. Why the hell did you think I got into this business if it wasn't to watch spacecraft
blasting off?"
The two moved to a summit.
"Oh, by the way, are they still sticking with their original demands?"
"Yes sir. You've read the terms and if we don't agree ..."
Baer's words were cut off by the sound of roaring engines. The huge craft slowly rose upward
from the launch pad. It was 500 tons of spacecraft being shoved into orbit with the equivalent
thrust of 80 Saturn V rockets.
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Haldenman smiled. "Now this is the way to run a railroad."
Atter the fiery tail of the HLL V was no longer in sight, Baer commented. "Sir, this matter is
mor . erious than you seem to be taking it. The U.N. is considering whether or not to revoke our
inde1 •nden l' clau e."
"That'll never happen and you know it," Haldenman countered. "If we go under, the U.N.
I e. any control it had over administering space politics."
''The U.N. doesn't eem to care, at the moment, what happens in space. The United States i
pushing this matter."
"Th •y would. They operat a majority of our competition. I'm still amazed they fly those old
shuttle ."
"The official stand of the United States is that they object to the whole situation. I believe the
press secretary used the phrase 'space piracy'."
Haldenman suppressed the laugh.
"And at least 60 percent of those involved are Americans too."
"How many workers a·re we talking about?"
"Approximately 8,000 men and women."
Haldenman considered this. 8,000 men and women, employed by Earthport or some other
nation, orbiting 50 to 100 miles above him. 8,000 space workers that form the most important work
force in the world's history. Together these people, living in compact space stations and working
in orbiting conshacks, build all of Earth's large satellite complexes for energy gathering, communi
cations, and scientific research. Solar energy collecting powersats have solved the world's energy
problems. At last the world's populace prospers and it's all thanks to the work done by these
astroworkers. But now that might end.
"The Board of Directors is concerned. Our production schedule is unstable at best. We have
those two powersats to finish for India and the project for the British Astronomical Society."
"Project Daes-something or another," Haldenman remarked. "But I have difficulty believing
they're that united."
"Our representatives have informed us they are quite committed in their demands."
The two approached the dock where an electric motorboat was waiting for them. Boarding, the
harbor pilot turned the small craft toward the harbor's landing zone. Watching the port slowly go
by, lialdenman sat back into a deck chair.
After a while, Haldenman said, "It's crazy. All 8,000 astroworkers would stop all production
and the only reason would be if we didn't let them build a Gerald O'Neill space colony."
Baer shook his head. He didn't even know who Dr. Gerald K. O'Neill was until he looked him
up in his early space history tapes.
O'Neill, an American professor of high energy physics at Princeton University, and president of
the Space Studies Institute, was a pioneer in the humanizing of space. O'Neill promoted the idea
of space colonies: orbiting cities. O'Neill was one of the first to promote active research and study
into the space colony idea, producing several detailed plans for the construction of one.
O'Neill's work and plans had all but been forgotten under the arrival of other supporters of
space. However, it seemed the astroworkers had not forgotten that first disciple of the space
colony. It was the astroworkers' wish to build a two-mile-long, type Island I, O'Neill space colony,
capable of sustaining a population of over 10,000 people.
"I'm stumped," Haldenman remarked. "I know O'Neill was creative, but why do they want to
build something so obsolete. We've improved upon the space colony idea. Hell, O'Neill himself
had improved on the Island I design."

so

"I don't know," Baer said.
"Be ides, it'll be at least two decades before Earthport has the financiJl a ~ets to build a colony.
They'll go broke over this."
"Ther you may be wrong," Baer miled for the first time. "It seem the worker~ are v •ry gl)ud
cavenger . They've b en saving materials and needed components for some time."
"How?"
"Th worker
t up a company called Astech Inc. The worker have been 'selling' the omp,my
at bottom rates what it need for the colony."
"So maybe they did think of everything," Haldenman mutt r d.
The h, rbor pilot slowed the boat as it approached the line of red buoys marking off th' hMbor's
landing area.
Looking toward the landing lagoon, Baer said, "Our representatives reported Astech almost has
everything it needs, except the manpower, to build the colony."
"And that's where the astroworkers come in," Haldenman completed for him.
Baer checked his pocket watch.
"Flight control says the HLLV is corning down sir," the pilot announced.
"Thank you Carl," Haldenman replied, standing up and moving to the stern. Baer joined him.
Haldenman's eyes instinctively went over the re-entry path until he spotted the tattletail fireball
effect of re-entry. The huge craft was in free fall, its hull temperature increasing. The HLL
accelerated downward as the ship's reddish glow began to show traces of blue and white.
"1 don't mention this often, but I can't stand coming down in one of those thing ," Baer
muttered. ''Even if you're strapped in, it feels like your balls are falling off."
Haldenman grinned. For a long time now that had been the one joke shared between the two of
them.
"Yes, it is somewhat uncomfortable," Haldenman said.
The HLL V continued its descent. When it was only a few kilometers above the water' surface,
its massive engines roared to life, trying to slow the craft's rapid descent. But the HLLV crJshed
into the water. A thundering splash assaulted Haldenrnan and Baer as the boat was rocked by the
resulting swells. The HLLV had vanished beneath the harbor's surface.
Within moments the harbor resumed its former appearance. A few more mom nts later, no
trace of the HLL V had reappeared. Haldenman stared down at the mooth surface, looking tor
some indication of the HLLV. A small fleet of tugs was moving toward the genernl landing point
where the HLL V sank.
Suddenly the HLLV burst to the surface and bobbed about like a cork. Upon it resurfa ing, the
tugs moved alongside and hooked up their towlines.
Haldenman smiled. The high efficiency reports he was getting on the recovery crews were
accurate.
As the tugs pulled the HLL V through the port's canal system, a transport docked with the
spacecraft and took on one passenger. Afterward, the transport turned toward the motorboat
where Haldenman and Baer were waiting. The multipassenger transport pulled alongside the boat
and unloaded its cargo. Haldenman watched the tall, dark haired man board his boat.
When the transport had pulled away, Haldenman turned to the pilot and said, "Take us on the
scenic run Carl."
"Aye sir," the pilot answered.
With a spring in his step (surprising for a man who has been in zero gravity for several months)
the newcomer moved toward Haldenman, his hand extended.
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Ba r remarked.
>ntir • tim'

hat d to sp •nd m
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but\. o n' t ' l I ti 111' h
~ hould g l do ·n to th busin ss at hand," Hald >nm<ln int\.• rjcd d.
" ot fe,illy," I •yc1-; ans, •ercd. "It an wnit."
"On the C< ntrt1r Jr. Meyers, l belie, e ,ve need to talk. ow."
1eyer . . ighed. " hey ::-c1id ·, u would want to get right down to bu ine s. Very well, I as ume
you h,1, '1 •,1 lour demand~."
e:-. "
"l lien," 1 y~r-. , id, putting on a p.1ir of tran parent, pla tic eyeglasses, "We have nothing to
· di · u~ . Ou,· 1et1uest i~ n1Jt debatable."
"P ally 1r. ,t 'Y . . , your comp, ny seems to have forgotten some key is u s relating to ap
pro\·ing thi rcque.. . t," Baer stated.
Haldenman I .med bc1ck. Bu iness was Baer's forte.
"What ffect \, ill this project have on satellite production?" Baer asked. "W'e have commitments
of which you a tnn orkers ha ·e previou ly agreed to fulfill."
" II of lb kn)\ · building '-atellites i our full-time job," Meyers answered. "What we propose is
A.. . tech will be 'hirin~' \Vorkers on a part-time basi . We plan to work on the colony only during
worker-;' off-duty time. Our taff ha , ·orkcd out the_ hedule, and there will be no interruption in
~atellite production."
"Whc t time frame are you talking about, then, for c~mpletion?" Haldenman asked.
Meyers pulled out ., Te. a Instrument pocket computer. 600K memory, Haldenman noticed,
one tlf the new model. .
"A~tech prnjeds <1 ten · .u wmpletion date," Meyer said, studying the read-out on the mall
II

s("r ~

'll.

"Uul," 8, er s, id, "\i h.tt hap~en it on of you get killed working on thi project? Or maybe
~ 111enn 'i c, ippl J. The po sibl I ..1! r,,mification toward Earthport are evere."

" st lh h.i obt.tincd ·ig, ed release forms from all in olved worker releasing Earthport of any
leg,1I rt:spon~ibility for the project. Officially the worker will be under contract to Astech Inc."

"And w 1at offitially is Ast~ch Inc.?" Baer inquired.
"It is J registered company on the World Stock Exchange with shares available for purchase. We
h,n-e .1 growing grasswots upport in countries like Australia, Japan, and the United States. Our
cl , ~ets, rem, rbinal but sufficient for thi project."
':Mr. Mey rs, you p ~opl' seem to have thought this thing out very well, although I still don't
think you can du it," l laid nman c1id. "Ueyond that I don't see any reason why thi 'proposal'
would not ha,e been apprO\ d if you went through proper channels."
"So ,~ hy the hell did you have to broadcast this ult1111at11nz down to every nation on Earth
demanding it!"
Meyers adjusted hi:, gla se . "For the pa~t three years we have gone through the 'proper'
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Haldenman turned to Baer. "Why haven't I seen any of these requests?"
"I have checked into that. It eems someone down in administration was taking the e reque t
as not serious. Thought it was an office joke."
"For three years!"
Baer shrugged.
"That's okay," Meyer aid. "After a year we turn dover the transmitting of the requ~ t to an
Apple 9. Sort of lost track of the ti me."
Haldenman made a mental note to reorganize the per onn l ro ter.
"Do you seriously believe you can get away with blackmailing the entir world into letting you
build this space colony?"
"Yes."
"You're only 8,000 against the world's governments. Alone, any number of them could incinerate all of you."
"And every country which has the capability to nuke us is also dependent on our satellites. They
wouldn't destroy their own economic base just to get at us," Meyers retorted.
For a few moments Haldenman sat there in silence. Finally he said, "You know we could stop all
supply runs. We could starve you out."
It was Meyers' turn to pause.
"We had considered that possibility," he said. "Our answer would be: how would you like to be
without power?"
Haldenman wasn't expecting that as a shiver ran up his spine. From converted solar energy, the
powersats supplied most of the world's electricity. Orbiting in space, they would be easy prey to
the astroworkers. There would be nothing to stop them from "turning off the lights."
"You ... you wouldn't dare tum a whole world into darkness?"
"No, not the world ... just the U.S., Red China, and the U.S.S.R."
Haldenman was sweating. Baer looked white, nervously tugging at his goatee. Civil uprise,
riots, looting, national defense systems down until standbys kick in, the possiblity of World War
IV.
"Gentlemen. Gentlemen," Meyers said. "I am only speaking in extreme cases. Remember who
suggested starving 8,000 people. You need to remember these are 8,000 powerful people."
A defeated look appeared on Haldenman's face.
"And that's all?"
"Yes, that's it. Permission to 'moonlight' on the job.''
"Oh, if something does go wrong someday, and we need help, I would ~ope you would come to
our aid. But you wouldn't have to."
Haldenman looked out beyond the railing to watch the port slowly float by. At the moment he
felt very old.
Definitely going to follow my doctor's advice, he decided.
Turning back to Meyers, he said, "Why are you doing this?"
Meyers didn't answer right away, considering the best way to put it.
" ... I'm an SF fan, so are a lot of the astroworkers. I've wanted to be an astronaut since I was
twelve and the closest I could get to it was an astroworker. For years we have dreamed of living in
space, devoting our lives to it. We've all read about the possibilities of living in space: O'Neill,
Clarke, Niven, Foster, Asimov, Bova, etc. And ... well ... we're tired of living like sardines in
those archaic work stations and we don't want to come back down to this mud ball. We want to
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li, C.' in space. It's always been our dream to do that. A lot of our people want to start familie , have
,, dt •nt home. So that's why we're going to build O'Neill."
" >' cill?"
'"x ''-i, that's what we're going to call the colony. In honor of Dr. O'Neill of course."
"Hut why .ue ·ou using an outmod d de ign?" Haldenman a ked.
"B c,n1s 'it \.\'.1s the first and the focu of ur dedi ation."
''I '-it ill c.in't b •Ii 'Vt> this is happening," l Ialdenman ad mitt d. "It's just tlw crazin •s · ot it all. To
think th,1t H,000 work rs want to collaborate and build som thing which rat •s qual to the Apollo
I wgr,1n1 in importanc Jnd i financially beyond Earthport, th U.N. spac program, or the U.S.
1•rogram."
''What's o strange about it?" Meyer a ked. "We have unlimited olar energy. We have the
n rne ral wealth of an entire solar system to draw from and we have the facilities to build it. We live
in ~pace, so transportation costs are nil, with our construction site located almost in our backyard."
"Why shouldn't we build colonies? There's already talk of building a second and third colony.
\V1thin ten year A tech will be established in the business of space colony building. Earthport
m,~y not have to wait another three decades to get an Island I; you could contract with us. I'm sure
>me of the third world nations and European countries will put in their orders for more living
:_-.p,1ce."
"We have a whole solar system to spread out in and grow. Once we start building space colonies
there's nowhere in our system we can't go."
"B ut back on Earth, Mr. Meyers, we still have some bu iness to take care of," Haldenman said,
h: olve in his tone.
· ''And what is your decision?"
I Tnldenman looked at Baer for support but found little. Baer ju t shrugged and shook his head.
Wt>ll, when logic doesn't work, go with the gut feeling, he thought.
'' Mr. Meyers," Haldenman said, "Having considered the points of your argument, I have
dt ided to approve your 'reque t.' However, we have some conditions to that."
l or the fir t time Meyers looked surprised.
"You do?"
"Ye ," l laldenman said. "For use of the L-point, you will sell Earthport Astech stock equalling
10 pt..•rcent of the company's holdings."
"20 percent," Meyer said.
"25 pt>rc nt," Baer said.
"Agreed."
" ou will open up a corporate headquarters at Earthport. I believe we can find some office space
1
\
hich can be 'donated' to the cause."
"We planned to open the corporate headquarters in O'Neill upon its completion; but, we are
willing to open a corporate office at Earthport."
"Acceptable. And Earthport reserves the right to invest in the project ~ia low interest loans to
t stech, which can be converted into a downpayment on the construction of a space colony. The
location and design of said space colony to be provided by Earth port."
"Agreed."
I
"You know we have no guarantee you won't pull this stunt on us again, of threatening not to
work."
"Could we honestly find one that would work?"
" ... No, 1guess we couldn't."
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Haldenman paused.
"And just one more thing."
"Yes, Mr. Haldenman."
"When you finish O'Neill, could you save a place there for me?"

J. Matthew Kennedy

Bennington, 1976
My breath floats before me
silent
under the spell of morning.
A shadow of white moves
along the path
of the wind's direction.

SW Bliss
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Wedding Dancer
Father dancing louder than the tune ,
twisting in front of two ladie and the spiderwort basket,
bunching him elf be ide the corner where we laugh,
tapping our head , lingering the b dy,
teasing us, howing his suit again, drinking,
his blue shirt flowering over his lungs.
There are boys working their lips onto one voice,
erasing the air: my father pacing his arms
wide a the family can be.

Clyde Kessler
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I saw the sun set .

• •

I se • th sun set in thew

t rn ky;
he evening m Its as d won morning gra
Timed parts a sailing ship;
till, e ry day I try to harn ~ th wind.

Assorted Memorial Moments

Th day reflects upon the inner eye:
A time spent and lost-standing still;
An endless sea before me
And behind,
I see my wake fades into nothing.

The photograph is
a grave to be visited
without perpetual care.
Months earlier,
unexposed and camera ready
it captured thema work of art;
developed and enlarged.

Colleen Holloran

Water of Life
The water of life
flows when a baby
is born and the ocean
rushe shoreward while lovers
linger to hear child laughter
chasing sea tossed seashells
watching
and reliving.

The footsteps are uneven.
A funeral march gone haywire.
The bottom drawer is
like a vault for the discarded.
The photograph waits.
Here he comesstill unable to leave
the dead alone.

R. Gerry Fabian

Colleen Holloran
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Poets

Foreigners

We, re fan ·iful

A night fog fad th edge of th building
n, hark glid down to main treet
And th · ir le k
gr y sides rub against me.
I touch their fin
nd look into their clear
unmoving eyes.
We are together
And we are alone.

who daub world wound
with w rd gauz
which i parboiled
in tears
to sterilize:

The harks and I
must know these things.

BobNystedt

They float beside the darkened shops.
Their curious noses bump the window cases.
Baffled
stunned
They look inside and push the glass
And try to understand.
Sometimes
I have done the same.

The Twelfth Year
Th b r avem nt of winter' pallor had b en re olv din the vernal blush. Before the
magnanimou arrow could pluck the lyre laughing, a urge of nascent pain erupted from
the r ck . S eking to clarify the dawn, I faltered in my own ritual. Suddenly, the
hourglas rebelled against chance. My lost heart reappeared in the alcove of my ribs.
There on the horizon glimmered sister summer. Old nightmares fled into their appointed
oblivion a fireflies endowed me with their generous light. This was a passage I could
endure. Thi wa th advent of liberty.

They gnash their teeth in silence
And swish their tails from side to side.
I know
what they are thinking."
I pat the long and streamlined faces
Knowing they will find no peace
No answers
And no mercy.

Roderick Phillips
Steve Crossman
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Geography
De rt litud
can bla t n rv nd
ju t as shattering
noi e of the city
strokes one to sleep.
Two eyes from yon lookout
undress me
but ten thousand at my window
do not see me nude.
In far hinterlands
little crowds can cloy;
in human corrals perhaps
no touch felt.
Noise is superficial;
privacy, an ostrich;
and loneliness so oft
the uncreative mind.
In wilderness or rabble,
becalmed sloop or ru hing train,
we wear tho e borrowed plum s
of a smug inh ritance.

E.W. Northnagel

Patrons
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hager
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Robert Vadnais
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6560
James St. Peter
Dr. Elenore Koch
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Beljan
Wright State University Student Government
Wright State University English Department
Mark R. Bloom
Colleen Holloran
The Daily Guardian
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The Daily Guardian staff.
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